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John Deere NEW H Series Loaders

The Ultimate Hired Hand 
Introducing the all-new H Series Loaders

John Deere Loaders have always been known for their durability 

and seamless integration with John Deere Tractors. To answer 

operator requests and to meet the challenges of evolving  

tractors, John Deere introduces the all-new H Series Loaders. 

These loaders bring all the strength of previous John Deere 

Loaders and combine that legacy with more visibility, added 

ease of use, and faster cycle times. “Will-fit” loaders just can’t 

match the co-engineered advantage of a green loader on a 

green tractor.

Convenient single-point hydraulic connections 

save time while eliminating connection error 

with virtually no oil loss. Plus, electrical 

connections are integrated in the single-point 

connection. 
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Cast steel components add   

strength and durability.

 

The low torque tube position improves 

visibility. The redesigned attachment carrier 

also improves operator’s visibility making it 

easier to switch attachments. And with a wide 

range of John Deere and Frontier attachments 

you can quickly go from moving bales to 

loading the feed mixer.

John Deere NEW H Series Loaders

False rod bucket cylinders require a smaller 

displacement of oil on the head end of the cylinder 

allowing the cylinder to dump significantly faster 

than a normal cylinder. The result? Faster bucket 

dumping cycle times. (False rod bucket cylinders are 

only available on Mechanical Self-Leveling 

configurations.)

Concealed oil lines, routed through 

the boom arm and torque tube, 

protect the hydraulic system and  

give the loader a more attractive 

appearance. 
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H Series Loader and Tractor Compatibility
Model # Model Replaced Tractor Compatibility Leveling Options

H260 563 5M | 5E Limited | 6D NSL or MSL

H310 -- 6D | 5M | 6030 NSL or MSL

H340 673 6030 | 7130 | 7230 NSL or MSL

H360 740 7130 | 7230 | 7330 | 6R NSL or MSL

H380 741 6R MSL

H480 746 and 843 7R | 8R MSL

Park in a snap. No tools needed.

Parking stands and pins are integrated on the 

loader – no loose parts, no tools needed.

NSL =  Non-Self Leveling      

MSL =  Mechanical Self Leveling


